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Motivation Luxury Summit
is an event specially
and exclusively designed
for the luxury incentive travel industry,
which brings together
50 qualiﬁed hosted buyers
and 50 luxury incentive
travel exhibitors.

With high standards
to select and
invited Hosted Buyers
this unique event,
will provide real business
and networking opportunities
to companies and destinations
in Latin America.

In an elegant and relaxed environment
The Motivation Luxury Summit o
f f ers
an ideal and deluxe workspace where
you have your business meetings with
nothing else to worry about and no
stand build required.

A unique opportunity to meet and
connect with the most important
professionals and business executives
dedicated the luxury incentive travel
segment from United States, Canada,
Europe and Mexico.

Through the educational sessions and moti vational
experiences learn the best practices, trends and solutions to
challenges that are presented in today's world for the luxury
incentive travel industry professionals, which will allow
you to develop skills that diﬀerenti ate you in this segment.

Discover CHILE
Open Nature
From the high Andean plateau to the untouched southern territories at the end of
the world, Chile invites you to live adventures in the middle of the world’s driest
desert, in the unique rainy temperate forest of South America, in front of
millennial glaciers that are waiting to be discovered or under the watchful eye of
the Andes in the middle of the buzz of modern citites like its capital, Santiago.

Surrounded by a privileged
natural environment, the
Metropolitan region conquers
its active visitors. Dynamic,
diverse and multicultural,
Santiago offers the attractions of
a big city. Owner of an efficient
financial system, modern
communications and complex
service platforms. This city
shares competitive position with
Melbourne, Washington or
Boston scoring in at the highest
rankings internationally.

Fjords and glaciers hidden among Green
landscapes that give way to the horizon
disappears at the end of the world. Vast, exotic, wild
and infinite in its beauty. Come and discover a truly
unspoiled wilderness of mountains, fjords, glaciers,
forests and steppes. We invite you to know this unaltered
nature, full of mountains, fjords, glaciers, forests and
steppes. Be an eyewitness of the wildlife in Torres del
Paine. The great condors greet you from the fresh air
that you'll start breathing once you're closer of this
magical place with unparalleled peaks, blue
lakes, deserted pampas, rivers full of Icebergs,
and ice fields. Marvel with Gray Lake one
of the icons of this Biosphere Reserve
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